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BREATHE



This modern world has us geared up to the 
fastest paces. Faced with so many pings and 
notifications, how do we stay centered?

With so much stimuli, we might get reactive. 
How do we quiet down and focus so we respond 
in a positive way?

One thing we have control over is our breath.  

Here are a few techniques to regain focus and 
aid the body mind connection.

Please download the Artvive app on your phone to follow 
the animations. 

Apple

Android



We need oxygen to sustain life and it all starts 
with the respiratory system, a series of organs 
responsible for breathing. Their main function 
is to bring oxygen to the body and get rid of 
carbon dioxide. 



Put one hand on your chest and the other one 
just below your ribcage. 
Let your hand rest there while you take a few 
slow deep breaths. Notice which hand moves 
the most? 

If your top hand moves the most.... 

You are a chest breather! People who are tense 
and in pain often breathe using only the top 
part of their lungs and often tend to “hold” the 
breath.
This is not good for relaxing and can be linked 
to muscle tension in the shoulder and neck and 
tightness in the chest. 

If your bottom hand moves the most....

You are a “belly breather” or “Diaphragm 
breather”; This type of deep breathing is the 
best breathing pattern for pain and stress relief. 
For deep breathing you are aiming to breathe 
right down into the bottom of your lungs and fill 
your belly like a balloon.

Quiet down and listen to your body. What are 
the qualities of breath? Is it rapid and shallow? 
Take note. This zine will reveal some breathing 
techinique to help control how your body feels. 





In deep breathing as you inhale air, your rib cage 
expands as rib muscles contract and your
diaphragm contracts (moves down). 



As you exhale air, the rib cage gets smaller as 
rib muscles relax and the diaphragm relaxes 
(moves up). 



Try Deep Breathing to calm your nervous system.
5 second inhale and 5 second exhale. Try to 
breathe through your diaphragm.
Inhale big belly. Exhale empty.

After one minute, you will notice becoming 
more calm.

Deep Breathing 



Box Breathing
Try box breathing if you need to focus.
Navy Seals use this technique to calm their 
nerves for optimal performance.
This one is 4 counts each: inhale, hold the breath, 
exhale, hold the breath.

After one minute, you will notice being more 
focused.



Breath of Fire
Try breath of fire to elevate energy.
Inhale once, pull in the belly to force out the 
exhale, exhale, exhale. Repeat, repeat, repeat.
Focus on the exhale. Let the inhale be a passive 
response.

After one minute,  you will notice a fire in your 
belly to accomplish goals.



Long Exhale
Try long exhale to lower your levels of anxiety. 
Start with empty lungs, inhale for 4 seconds, 
hold it for 8 seconds and exhale for 12 seconds.

After one minute,  you will notice being more 
relaxed. 
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